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THREE PARTITION REFINEMENT ALGORITHMS*
ROBERT PAIGEf AND ROBERT E. TARJANt
Abstract. We present improved partition refinement algorithms for three problems: lexicographic
sorting, relational coarsest partition, and double lexical ordering. Our double lexical ordering algorithm
uses a new, efficient method for unmerging two sorted sets.
Key words, partition, refinement, lexicographic sorting, coarsest partition, double lexical ordering,
unmerging, sorted set, data structure
AMS(MOS) subject classifications. 68P05, 68P10, 68Q25, 68R05
1. Introduction. The theme of this paper is partition refinement as an algorithmic
paradigm. We consider three problems that can be solved efficiently using a repeated
pa.rtition refinement strategy. For each problem, we obtain a more efficient algorithm
than those previously known. Our computational model is a uniform-cost sequential
random access machine [1]. All our resource bounds are worst-case. We shall use the
following terminology throughout the paper. Let U be a finite set. We denote the size
of U by lU[. A partition P of U is a set of pairwise disjoint subsets of U whose union
is all of U. The elements of P are called its blocks. If P and Q are partitions of U, Q
is a refinement of P if every block of Q is contained in a block of P. As a special case,
every partition is a refinement of itself.
The problems we consider and our results are as follows:
(i) In 2, we consider the lexicographic sorting problem: given a multiset U of n
strings over a totally ordered alphabet of size k, sort the strings in lexicographic
order. Aho, Hopcroft and Ullman 1 presented an O(m + k) time and space algorithm
for this problem, where m is the total length of all the strings. We present an algorithm
running in O(m’+ k) time and O(n+ k) auxiliary space (not counting space for the
input strings), where m’ is the total length of the distinguishing prefixes of the strings,
the smallest prefixes distinguishing the strings from each other.
(ii) In 3, we consider the relational coarsest partition problem: given a partition
P of a set U and a binary relation E on U, find the coarsest refinement Q of P such
that for each pair of blocks B1, B2 of Q, either B
_
E-I(B2) or B1 f) E-I(B2) . Here
E-I(B2) is the preimage set, E-I(BE)={xI:lyB2 such that xEy}. Kanellakis and
Smolka [9] studied this problem in connection with equivalence testing of CCS
expressions 14]. They gave an algorithm running in O(mn) time and O(m / n) space,
where m is the size of E (number of related pairs) and n is the size of U. We propose
an algorithm running in O(m log n) time and O(m + n) space.
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974 R. PAIGE AND R. E. TARJAN
(iii) In 4, we consider the double lexical orderingproblem given an n x k nonnega-
tive matrix M containing rn nonzero entries, independently permute the rows and
columns ofM so that both the rows and the columns are in nonincreasing lexicographic
order. Lubiw [11] defined this problem and gave an O(m(log (n+ k))2+ n+ k) time
and O(m + n + k) space algorithm. We develop an implementation of her algorithm
running in O(rn log (n + k) + n + k) time and O(rn + n + k) space. Our method uses a
new, efficient algorithm for unmerging two sorted sets.
We conclude in 5 with some miscellaneous remarks. Although our algorithms
use different refinement strategies tuned for efficiency, the similarities among them are
compelling and suggest further investigation of the underlying principles.
2. Lexicographic sorting. Let E be an alphabet of k ->_ 1 symbols and let E* be the
set of finite length strings over E. The empty string is denoted by h. For x E* we
denote the ith symbol of x by x(i) and the length of x (number of symbols) by [x[.
Symbol x(i) is said to be in position of string x. For any x, y E*, the concatenation
of x and y, denoted by xy, is a new string z of length Ixl + [Yl, in which z(i) x(i) for
1 <-i<=[x[ and z([x[+ i)= y(i) for 1 <-i<-[y[. For any x, y E*, x is a prefix of y iff
y xz for some string z E*. Note that every string is a prefix of itself. If x is a prefix
of y but x y, then x is a proper prefix of y. Let < be a total ordering of E. We extend
< to a total ordering of E*, called lexicographic order, by defining x <- y if[ either (i)
there exists j such that x(j) < y(j) and x(i) y(i) for 1 _-< <j, or (ii) x is a prefix of y.
Let E {1, 2,..., k}, let < be numeric order on E [_J {0}, and let E*0 denote the
set of strings formed by appending 0 to the end of each string in E*. Our formulation
of the lexicographic sorting problem is that of arranging a multiset of strings U E*0
in increasing lexicographic order. Note that a lexicographic arrangement of strings is
the same whether all or none have 0 end markers.
In considering this problem we shall denote the strings in U by xl, x2,’’ ", xn
and their total length Yi:l [xil by m. For each string X U, the distinguishing prefix of
x in U, denoted by x’, is either
(i) the shortest prefix of xi that is not a prefix of any other string in U if x occurs
uniquely in U; or
(ii) xi if xi has multiple occurrences in U.
Because the end marker 0 can only occur in the last position of a string, no string in
U can be a proper prefix of any other string in U. Thus, if x, y U and x y, we know
that x’ y’. Consequently, if x, y U, then x -< y iff x’ -< y’, so that sorting the distinguish-
ing prefixes is both necessary and sufficient to sort U. If we denote the total length
Y i-- [x[ of the distinguishing prefixes by m’, then lexicographic sorting requires fl(m’)
time. Note that Ixll--> 1 by the definition of x[, which implies m’-> n.
Aho, Hopcroft and Ullman 1 presented a lexicographic sorting algorithm running
in O(m + k) time and space. Their algorithm uses a multipass radix sort, processing
the strings from last position to first and using appropriate preprocessing to determine
the set of buckets occupied during each pass of the radix sort. Mehlhorn [13] studied
the special case of lexicographic sorting in which all strings have the same length. He
concluded that a straightforward algorithm scanning strings from first position to last
must use [l(km) time (see [13, exercise 18, p. 100]).
We exhibit a lexicographic sorting algorithm that scans strings in the direction
from first to last position and runs in O(m’+ k) time, thereby improving the Aho,
Hopcroft and Ullman algorithm. The auxiliary space required by our algorithm (not
























































THREE PARTITION REFINEMENT ALGORITHMS 975
requires fewer passes than the Aho, Hopcroft and Ullman algorithm and may be
superior in practice as well as in theory. For an appropriately defined probability
model, m’ is on the order of n 1Ogk n; thus in situations where rn is much larger than
n 1Ogk n, an improvement from O(m+ k) to O(m’+ k) is significant.
The first and most important step in obtaining an efficient sorting algorithm is to
separate the concern of finding the distinguishing prefixes from that of sorting the
prefixes. Thus our algorithm consists of two steps:
(1) Determine the distinguishing prefixes of all the strings.
(2) Lexicographically sort these prefixes.
To describe the first step, we use the following definitions. We partition U into
labeled blocks B. Block B, is the multiset of all strings in U with prefix a; e.g.,
B U. We call a the associated prefix of B. If a and/3 are strings and a is a prefix
of fl, then B
_
B. Block B, is finished iff a x’ for some string x U. Thus we can
determine the distinguishing prefixes for the strings in U by finding all of the finished
blocks. A block that is not finished is said to be unfinished.
Let P be a set of labeled blocks that partition U. We say that P is finished if it
consists of all the finished blocks; otherwise, it is unfinished. If P contains an unfinished
block B, then split(B, P) denotes the refinement of P that results from replacing
block B by the blocks in the set {B,[uEU{O} such that :lxB for which
x([cl/ 1) u}.
To determine all the finished blocks, we start with an initial partition P--{Bx}
and successively refine P by executing the following step until P is finished:
Refine. Find an unfinished block B P; replace P by split(B, P).
LEMMA 1. The refinement algorithm maintains the invariant that the partition F of
finished blocks is a refinement of P, and for all Bt F there exists B P such that a is
a prefix of.
Proof The proof is by induction on the number of refinement steps. The lemma
is true for B. Assume it is true after k-> 0 steps. Let B be a finished block. By
hypothesis, just after the kth step there is a block B 6 P such that a is a prefix of/3,
and so B
_
B. If B is finished, so that a =/3, then the invariant holds after the next
step. If B is unfinished, then a is a proper prefix of/3. Hence, split(B, P) is defined
and contains a block B, such that au is a prefix of/3, which implies B
THEOREM 1. The algorithm terminates and is correct.
Proof Lemma 1 implies that the algorithm terminates and is correct. Also by
Lemma 1, the sum of the lengths of all the associated prefixes of blocks in P can be
no greater than m’. Since each refinement step increases this sum, the algorithm
terminates after at most m’ refinement steps.
We make several, observations that facilitate an efficient implementation of the
preceding algorithm. By Lemma 1 and the definition of distinguishing prefixes, the
algorithm maintains the invariant that a block B P is unfinished if[ IBI 1 and
a(la 1) 0. Thus we can test whether a block is finished or not in constant time, and
we can also maintain the set S of unfinished blocks in P efficiently. Although we could
implement each block B by an index I =11 and a list of pointers to strings, by
implementing S as a queue and using a breadth-first strategy to refine the unfinished
blocks of S, we can make I a global variable.
That is, we use a repeated partition refinement strategy that scans the strings
starting from the first position and partitions the strings into blocks on the basis of
their scanned prefixes. The algorithm maintains three objects: a partition P of the
























































976 R. PAIGE AND R. E. TARJAN
current position being examined in the strings. Initially, P { U}, S { U}, and I O.
The algorithm consists of repeating the following step until S is empty:
Scan Blocks. Replace I by I + 1. Let S’-S and replace S by th. Repeat the
following step for each block B in S’.
Refine. Remove B from S’. Replace P by split(B,P). Add each new
unfinished block to S. The distinguishing prefix of any string belonging to
each new finished block Bu is au, which is of length I.
The preceding algorithm maintains the invariant a[- I- 1 on entry to the refine
step. The effect of one iteration of the step scan blocks is to refine the partition P based
on the Ith symbol in each string. The correctness of the algorithm is obvious. We can
implement the algorithm to run in O(m’) time and O(n / k) auxiliary space as follows.
Let B be a block selected for refinement. To partition B, we use an auxiliary array of
buckets numbered 0 through k. We insert the strings in B into the buckets corresponding
to their Ith symbols, simultaneously making a list of all nonempty buckets. (When a
string is added to an empty bucket, we add that bucket to the list of nonempty buckets.)
Once the strings are distributed among the buckets, we examine each nonempty bucket,
forming a new block from the contents and emptying the bucket.
When moving strings from place to place, we do not move the strings themselves
but rather pointers to them; thus each string movement takes O(1) time. We can avoid
initializing each bucket in the array of buckets to empty by using the solution to
exercise 2.12 of Aho, Hopcroft and Ullman’s book 1]. The total time for the partitioning
algorithm is then O(m’), since each symbol of each distinguishing prefix is scanned
once. If we explicitly initialize the array of buckets before the first refinement step,
the time for partitioning, including initialization, is O(m’/ k). The auxiliary space
needed by the partitioning algorithm is O(1) words per string plus k / 1 words for the
array of buckets, for a total of O(n / k).
To carry out step two, the sorting of the prefixes, one option is to use the
lexicographic sorting algorithm of Aho, Hopcroft and Ullman. This method, however,
uses O(m’/ k) auxiliary space. If we compute some extra information during step
one, we can reduce the space needed and considerably simplify the sorting task.
We distinguish between two kinds of refinements. Let us call a refinement a proper
refinement if the refined block B is actually split into two or more smaller blocks and
an improper refinement if B is not split but is returned to P intact. We modify our
basic algorithm for step one in order to construct a refinement tree T whose nodes
correspond to the distinct blocks produced by the algorithm. Initially T contains only
one node B. As T is constructed, its leaves are the blocks of P. After a proper
refinement in which a block B is split, we make B the parent of each new leaf block
Bu and say that u is the sorting symbol for B. An improper refinement to a leaf
block B does not change T, since only the associated prefix and not the value of B is
modified. The sorting symbol, if any, remains unchanged. Note that only the root block
lacks a sorting symbol.
The procedure for constructing a refinement tree T preserves the following two
invariants: (i) siblings (i.e., nodes with the same parent) in the tree have distinct sorting
symbols; and (ii) if B and Be are siblings with sorting symbols u and ,, respectively,
and u < u, then all strings x B are lexicographically less than all strings y Be. Thus,
when T is fully constructed, if we arrange each set of siblings within T in ascending
order by sorting symbol, then the blocks forming the frontier of T contain the strings
of U in lexicographic order.
We represent each block created during step one by a record. For each block B
























































THREE PARTITION REFINEMENT ALGORITHMS 977
P (i.e., is either finished or is unfinished and belongs to S), we also store with the
block a list of pointers to the strings it contains. For each symbol i=0,..., k, we
construct a set Li of blocks in the refinement tree that have sorting symbol i. When a
new block B,,u is created during a proper refinement of block B, we add Bu to L,
and remove from B the list of pointers to the strings it contains. By implementing
Lo,’’ ", Lk as an array of lists of blocks, these extra computations increase the time
and auxiliary space used in step one by only a constant factor.
In step two, the process of ordering the tree consists of constructing for each
block an ordered list of its children. We begin by initializing these lists of children to
be empty. Then, for 0, , k and for each block B L, we remove B from L and
add it to the end of the list of children of block p(B). Thus, when this computation
is completed, the children of each block will be in increasing order by sorting symbol.
Since each node of the refinement tree T has either no children or at least two
children, T contains at most 2n- 1 nodes. Ordering the tree takes O(n + k) time and
auxiliary space. The preorder tree traversal that actually produces the sorted list of
strings takes O(n) time. The total resources needed for lexicographic sorting are thus
O(m’+k) time and O(n+k) auxiliary space. The space consists of O(1) words per
string and two auxiliary arrays of k / 1 words each. The two auxiliary arrays of buckets
can be combined into one array by storing strings belonging to a leaf block of the
refinement tree at the front of each bucket and storing blocks internal to the refinement
tree at the back. This saves k / 1 words of space.
We conclude this section with two observations. First, the algorithm can be greatly
simplified if the alphabet is of constant size, i.e., k O(1). In this case we can combine
step two with step one, because we can afford to scan empty buckets of the array when
forming new blocks during a refinement step. When partitioning a block B during step
one, after distributing the strings of B into buckets, we scan all the buckets in increasing
order, forming a new block for each nonempty bucket. This allows us to modify the
basic algorithm for step one so that both the partition P and the queue of unfinished
blocks S are kept in sorted order by the associated prefixes of their blocks. Each block
has a pointer to its successor in both S and P. After P is finished, we can output all
the strings in lexicographic order by a single linear pass through its blocks.
Alternatively, we can perform a single left-to-right scan of the ordered blocks of
P as they are refined. In this method, we need to store the position index locally in
each block. Initially, P consists of the single block B with index I- 0, which is the
first block processed. To process a block B, we increment its index and test whether
it is finished. If it is, then we process the next block to the right or stop if P is finished.
If B is unfinished, we perform a refinement and replace B with the new blocks in
sorted order. The index of each new block is I. The leftmost of the new blocks added
to P is processed next. This algorithm has the advantage that the strings in a block B
can be printed as soon as we determine that B is finished.
Our second observation is that if we can process several symbols of a string at a
time then we can obtain a time-space trade-off for the algorithm: if we process c
symbols at a time, the running time is O(m’/c+ k), and the space used is O(n+ k).
In the case of a binary alphabet, this means that we can sort in O(m’/log n) time and
O(n) auxiliary space if we are allowed to operate on log n bits at a time. An interesting
open problem is whether the ideas of Kirkpatrick and Reisch [10] can somehow be
applied to the variable-length lexicographic sorting problem we have considered here.
3. Relational coarsest partition. Let E be a binary relation over a finite set U, i.e.,
a subset of U x U. We abbreviate (x, y) E by xEy. For any subset S U, E(S)=
{yl=lx S such that xEy} and E-I(s)= {x[::ly S such that xEy}. If B
_
























































978 R. PAIGE AND R. E. TARJAN
B is stable with respect to S if either B
_
E-I(s) or B f’) E-I(S) . If P is a partition
of U, P is stable with respect to S if all of the blocks belonging to P are stable with
respect to S. P is stable if it is stable with respect to each of its own blocks.
The relational coarsest partition problem is that of finding, for a given relation E
and initial partition P over a set U, the coarsest stable refinement of P, i.e., the partition
such that every other stable partition is a refinement of it, so that it has the fewest
blocks. (In Theorem 2 we prove that the coarsest stable refinement is unique.) In
discussing time bounds for this problem, we let n denote the size of U and m the size
of E.
This problem was studied by Kanellakis and Smolka [9] in connection with testing
congruence (a kind of equivalence) of finite state processes in the calculus of com-
municating systems (CCS) [14]. They gave an algorithm requiring O(mn) time and
O(m + n) space. For the special case in which every element x U has an image set
E({x}) of size at most a constant c, they gave an algorithm running in O(e2n log n)
time. They conjectured the existence of an O(m log n) time algorithm for the general
problem.
We develop an O(m log n) time algorithm, thereby verifying their conjecture. Our
algorithm combines Hopcroft’s "process the smaller half" strategy 1], [7] with a new
variant of partition refinement. Hopcroft used the "process the smaller half" idea to
solve a deceptively similar problem, that of computing the coarsest partition stable
with respect to one or more given functions. A solution to this problem can be used
to minimize the number of states of a deterministic finite automaton [1], [5], [7]. As
Kanellakis and Smolka noted, the relational coarsest partition problem is sufficiently
different from the functional problem that a nontrivial generalization of Hopcroft’s
algorithm is needed to solve it.
Our algorithm uses a primitive refinement operation that generalizes the one used
in Hopcroft’s algorithm. For any partition Q and subset S
___
U, let split(S, Q) be the
refinement of Q obtained by replacing each block Be Q such that B fq E-I(s)
and B- E-I(S) by the two blocks B’= B f) E-I(s) and B"- B- E-I(s). We call
S a splitter of Q if split(S, Q) Q. Note that Q is unstable with respect to S if and
only if S is a splitter of Q.
Our algorithm exploits several properties of split and consequences of stability.
Let S and Q be two subsets of U, and let P and R be two partitions of U. The following
elementary properties are stated without proof.
(1) Stability is inherited under refinement; that is, if R is a refinement of P and
P is stable with respect to a set S, then so is R.
(2) Stability is inherited under union; that is, a partition that is stable with respect
to two sets is also stable with respect to their union.
(3) Function split is monotone in its second argument; that is, if S
_
U and P is
a refinement of Q, then split(S, P) is a refinement of split(S, Q).
(4) Function split is commutative. The coarsest partition of P stable with respect
to both S and Q is split(S, split(Q, P))- split(Q, split(S, P)).
We begin by describing a naive algorithm for the problem. The algorithm maintains
a partition Q that is initially P and is refined until it is the coarsest stable refinement.
The algorithm consists of repeating the following step until Q is stable with respect
to each of its blocks:
Refine. Find a set S that is a union of some of the blocks of Q and is a splitter
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Before proving the correctness of this algorithm, let us make a few observations.
The effect of a refinement step is to replace a partition unstable with respect to a set
S by a refinement stable with respect to S. Since stability is inherited under refinement,
a given set S can be used as a splitter in the algorithm only once. Since stability is
inherited under the union of splitters, after sets are used as splitters their unions cannot
be used as splitters. In particular, a stable partition is stable with respect to the union
of any subset of its blocks.
LEMMA 2. The algorithm maintains the invariant that any coarsest stable refinement
of the initial partition P is also a refinement of the current partition Q.
Proof. By induction on the number of refinement steps. The lemma is true initially
by definition. Suppose it is true before a refinement step that refines partition Q using
a splitter S. Let R be any coarsest stable refinement of P. Since S is a union of blocks
of Q and R is a refinement of Q by the induction hypothesis, S is a union of blocks
of R. Hence, R is stable with respect to S. Since split is monotone, R split(S, R) is
a refinement of split(S, Q).
THEOREM 2. The refinement algorithm is correct and terminates after at most n- 1
refinement steps, having computed the unique coarsest stable partition.
Proof Since the number of blocks in Q must be between one and n, and since
this number increases after each refinement step, the algorithm terminates after at most
n- 1 refinement steps. Once no more refinement steps are possible, Q is stable, and
by Lemma 2 any stable refinement is a refinement of Q. It follows that Q is the unique
coarsest stable refinement.
The refinement algorithm is more general than is necessary to solve the problem"
there is no need to use unions ofblocks of the current partition Q as splitters; restricting
the splitters to blocks of Q will do. However, the freedom to split using unions of
blocks is one of the crucial ideas needed in developing a fast version of algorithm.
We shall see how this freedom is used later in the section.
In an efficient implementation of the algorithm, it is useful to reduce the problem
instance to one in which IE({x})l -> 1 for all x U. To do this we preprocess the partition
P by splitting each block B P into B’= B f3 E-l(U) and B"= B- E-l(U). The blocks
B" will never be split by the refinement algorithm; thus we can run the refinement
algorithm on the partition P’ consisting of the set of blocks B’. P’ is a partition of the
set U’= E-(U), of size at most m. The coarsest stable refinement of P’ together with
the blocks B" is the coarsest stable refinement of P. The preprocessing and postprocess-
ing take O(m + n) time if we have available for each element x U its preimage set
E-I({x}). Henceforth we shall assume IE({x})l_-> 1 for all x U. This implies m-> n.
We can implement the refinement algorithm to run in O(nm) time by storing for
each element x U its preimage set E-({x}). Finding a block of Q that is a splitter
and performing the appropriate splitting takes O(m) time. (Obtaining this bound is
an easy exercise in list processing.) An O(mn) time bound for the entire algorithm
follows from the bound on the number of splitting steps.
To obtain a faster version of the algorithm, we need a good way to find splitters.
In addition to the current partition Q, we maintain another partition X such that Q
is a refinement of X and Q is stable with respect to every block of X. Initially Q P
and X is the partition containing U as its single block. The improved algorithm consists
of repeating the following step until Q x:
Refine. Find a block S X that is not a block of Q. Find a block B Q such that
B_ S and IBI<-ISI/2. Replace S within X by the two sets B and S-B; replace
























































980 R. PAIGE AND R. E. TARJAN
The correctness of this improved algorithm follows from the correctness of the
original algorithm and from the two ways given previously in which a partition can
inherit stability with respect to a set.
Before discussing this algorithm in general, let us consider the special case in
which E is a function, i.e., IE({x})l 1 for all x U. In this case, if Q is a partition
stable with respect to a set S that is a union of some of the blocks of Q, and B
_
S is
a block of Q, then split(B, Q) is stable with respect to S-B, since if B1 is a block of
split(B, Q), B1
_





E-I(S B). This means that in each refinement step it suffices to replace
Q by split(B, Q), since split(B, Q) split(S- B, split(B, Q)). This is the idea underlying
Hopcroft’s "process the smaller half" algorithm for the functional coarsest partition
problem; the refining set B is at most half the size of the stable set S containing it.
In the more general relational coarsest partition problem, stability with respect
to both S and B does not imply stability with respect to S- B, and Hopcroft’s algorithm
cannot be used. Nevertheless, we are still able to exploit Hopcroft’s "process the
smaller half" idea, by refining with respect to both B and S-B using a method that
explicitly scans only B.
Consider a general step of the improved refinement algorithm.
LEMMA 3. Suppose that partition Q is stable with respect to a set S that is a union
of some of the blocks of Q. Suppose also that partition Q is refined first with respect to a
block B
_
S and then with respect to S- B. Then the following conditions hold"
(1) Refining Q with respect to B splits a blockD Q into two blocks D1 D fq E-I(B)
and DE- D D1 iff D f’) E-I(B) and D- E-I(B) .
(2) Refining split(B, Q) with respect to S-B splits D1 into two blocks Dll
D1 E-I(s B) and DIE D-DI iffD1 fq E-I(s B) f and DI- E-I(S B)
(3) Refining split(B, Q) with respect to S-B does not split DE.
(4) D12-- D (E-’(B)- E-’(S- B)).
Proof (1, 2) These follow from the definition of split.
(3) By (1), if D is split, then Dr3 E-I(B)# . Since D is stable with respect to
S, and since BS, then Dc_D_E-(S). Since by (1) DaCIE-I(B)=, it follows
that D2 E S B).
(4) This follows from the fact that D_ E-I(B) and Da= D1-E-I(S-B).
Performing the three-way splitting of a block D into Dll, DI_, and D: as described
in Lernma 3 is th hard part of the algorithm. Identity (4) of Lemma 3 is the crucial
observation that we shall use in.our implementation.
A given element x e U is in at most logan + 1 different blocks B used as refining
sets, since each successive such set is at most half the size of the previous one. We
shall describe an implementation of the algorithm in which a refinement step with
respect to a block B takes O(IBI+,yn IE-({y})[) time. From this an O(m log n)
overall time bound on the algorithm follows by summing over all blocks B used for
refinement and over all elements in such blocks.
Efficient implementation of the algorithm requires several data structures. We
represent each element x by a record, which we shall not distinguish from the element
itself. We represent each pair x, y such that xEy by a record that we shall call an edge
and denote by xEy. We represent each block in partition Q and each block in partition
X by a record that we shall not distinguish from the block itself. A block S of X is
simple if it contains only a single block of Q (equal to S but indicated by its own
record) and compound if it contains two or more blocks of Q. The various records are
linked together in the following ways. Each edge xEy points to element x. Each element
























































THREE PARTITION REFINEMENT ALGORITHMS 981
proportional to its size. Each block of Q has an associated integer giving its size and
points to a doubly linked list of the elements in it. (The double linking allows deletion
in O(1) time.) Each element points to the block of Q containing it. Each block of X
points to a doubly linked list of the blocks of Q contained in it. Each block of Q
points to the block of X containing it. We also maintain the set C of compound blocks
of X. Initially C contains the single block U, which is the union of the blocks of P.
(If P contains only one block, P itself is the coarsest stable refinement, and no
computation is necessary.)
To facilitate three-way splitting we need one more collection of records. For each
block S ofX and each element x E-I(s), we maintain a record containing the integer
count(x, S)=[S(3E({x})[. We shall not distinguish this record from the count itself.
Each edge xEy such that y S contains a pointer to count(x, S). Initially there is one
count per vertex, count(x, U)=IE({x})I; each edge xEy contains a pointer to
count(x, U).
The space needed for all the data structures is O(m), as is the initialization time.
(Recall that m _-> n.) The refinement algorithm consists of repeating refinement steps
until C . A refinement step is performed as follows:
Step 1 (select a refining block). Remove some block S from C. (Block S is a
compound block of X.) Examine the first two blocks in the list of blocks of Q contained
in S. Let B be the smaller. (Break a tie arbitrarily.)
Step 2 (update X). Remove B from S and create a new (simple) block S’ of X
containing B as its only block of Q. If S is still compound, put S back into C.
Step 3 (compute E-I(B)). Copy the elements of B into a temporary set B’. (This
facilitates splitting B with respect to itself during the refinement.) Compute E-I(B)
by scanning the edges xEy such that y B and adding each element x in such an edge
to E-I(B), if it has not already been added. Duplicates are suppressed by marking
elements as they are encountered and linking them together for later unmarking. During
the same scan, compute count(x, B)= [{y B[xEy}[, store this count in a new count
record, and make x point to it.
Step 4 (refine Q with respect to B). For each block D of Q containing some
element of E-I(B), split D into D1 D 0 E-I(B) and DE D- D. Do this by scanning
the elements of E-I(B). To process an element x E-I(B), determine the block D of
Q containing it, and create an associated block D’ if one does not already exist. Move
x from D to D’.
During the scanning, construct a list of those blocks D that are split. After the
scanning, process the list of split blocks. For each such block D with associated block
D’, mark D’ as no longer being associated with D (so that it will be correctly processed
in subsequent iterations of Step 4); eliminate the record for D if D is now empty;
and, if D is nonempty and the block of X containing D and D’ has been made
compound by the split, add this block to C.
Step 5 (compute E-(B) E-I(S-B)). Scan the edges xEy such that y B’. To
process an edge xEy, determine count(x, B) (to which x points) and count(x, S) (to
which xEy points). If count(x, B)= count(x, S), add x to E-I(B)-E-I(S-B) if it
has not been added already.
Step 6 (refine Q with respect to S-B). Proceed exactly as in Step 4 but scan
E-(B) E-I(s B) (computed in Step 5) instead of E-I(B).
Step 7 (update counts). Scan the edges xEy such that y B’. To process an edge
xEy, decrement count(x, S) (to which xEy points). If this count becomes zero, delete
the count record, and make xEy point to count(x, B) (to which x points). After scanning
























































982 R. PAIGE AND R. E. TARJAN
The correctness of this implementation follows in a straightforward way from our
discussion above of three-way splitting. The time spent in a refinement step is O(1)
per edge scanned plus O(1) per vertex of B, for a total of O(]BI/y IE-({y})l)
time. An O(m log n) time bound for the entire algorithm follows as discussed above.
It is possible to improve the efficiency ofthe algorithm by a constant factor by combining
various steps; we have kept the steps separate for clarity.
We close this section with some remarks about another partition refinement
problem. Let U be a finite set, E a binary relation over U, and P a partition over U.
Suppose S U. Partition P is size-stable (abbreviated s-stable) with respect to S if for
all blocks Be P, IE({x})SI-IE({y})tqSI for all elements x,y B. Partition P is
s-stable if it is s-stable with respect to each of its blocks. The problem is to find the
coarsest s-stable refinement of P. This problem is central to certain heuristics for graph
isomorphism [16]. Observe that s-stability implies stability but not vice versa. An
example of a stable partition that is not s-stable is a single block B {1, 2} such that
E({1}) {1, 2} and E({2})= {1}.
A partition refinement algorithm like the one we have described can be used to
find the coarsest s-stable refinement in O(m log n) time. The problem is both simpler
and more complicated than the stable coarsest refinement problem: simpler in that
Hopcroft’s approach applies directly, but more complicated in that when a block splits,
it splits into an arbitrarily large number of new blocks. We shall sketch the algorithm.
An algorithm with the same running time was proposed earlier by Cardon and
Crochemore [3].
For a partition Q and a set S, let s-split(S, Q) be the partition formed from Q
by splitting each block B Q into blocks Bo, B1," ", Bk, where B
{x B: ]E({x}) fq S] i}. (Any of the B’s can be empty; for a proper split to take place,
at least two must be nonempty.) The algorithm maintains a queue L ofpossible splitters,
initially containing every block of P. The algorithm consists of initializing Q- P and
applying the following step until L is empty, at which time Q is the coarsest s-stable
refinement:
S-Refine. Remove from L its first set S. Replace Q by s-split(S, Q). Whenever a
block B Q splits into two or more nonempty blocks, add all but the largest to
the back of L.
The correctness of this algorithm follows from the fact that if Q is s-stable with
respect to a set S and S is split into smaller blocks $1, $2, , Sk, refining with respect
to all but one of the sets Si guarantees s-stability with respect to the last one. The
implementation of the algorithm is analogous to that of the stable coarsest refinement
algorithm. The data structures are much simplified because when refining with respect
to a block BS we do not need to refine with respect to S- B. This removes the need
for the auxiliary partition X and the count records. On the other hand, the splitting
of a block becomes more complicated, because it can split into many pieces. Implement-
ing the s-refine step to take o(Isl +rs IE-({Y))I) time, where S is the set removed
from L, is an interesting exercise in list processing that we leave to the reader. An
O(m log n) time bound for the entire algorithm follows from the observation that a
given element y can be in only log2 n + 1 sets removed from L.
Although our s-refinement algorithm resembles Cardon and Crochemore’s
algorithm, Hopcroft’s algorithm for the functional coarsest partition problem, and
Kanellakis and Smolka’s algorithm for the bounded fanout case of the relational
coarsest partition problem, our method is somewhat simpler because, by refining with
























































THREE PARTITION REFINEMENT ALGORITHMS 983
(The other algorithms must update L each time a block in L is split.) Our approach
thus gives a slightly simplified algorithm for the functional problem. It is also easily
generalized to handle several relations, where we require stability or s-stability with
respect to each one. See, e.g., Cardon and Crochemore’s paper.
4. Double lexical ordering. The third and last problem we consider is one of matrix
reordering. Let M be an n by k nonnegative matrix containing m nonzeros, called its
entries. The double lexical ordering problem is that of independently permuting the rows
and columns of M so that both the row vectors and the column vectors are in
nonincreasing lexicographic order. Lexicographic order is defined as in 2, reading
each row from left to right and each column from top to bottom.
Lubiw [11] defined the double lexical ordering problem and found a number of
applications, including the efficient recognition of totally balanced matrices and
strongly chordal graphs. In her version of the problem, rows are read from right to
left and columns from bottom to top (i.e., vectors are read from last to first component),
and the required rows and columns are in nondecreasing lexicographic order. To
convert our results to her setting, it suffices to exchange "left" with "right, top" with
"bottom," and "increasing" with "decreasing" throughout this section.
Lubiw developed a double lexical ordering algorithm taking O(m log (n + k)2+
n + k) time and O(m + n + k) space. We develop an implementation of her algorithm
running in O(m log (n + k) + k) time and O(m + n + k) space. Since all Lubiw’s applica-
tions are for the special case of zero-one matrices, we give a simplified algorithm with
the same resource bounds for this case.
As input for the ordering problem, we assume a matrix representation consisting
of a list of triples, each composed of an entry, its row, and its column. From this input
we can construct lists of the entries in each row using a radix sort by row. We can
construct similar lists for the columns. This takes O(m + n) time. We assumethat
m _-> n _-> k. We can validate the assumption n _-> k by transposing the matrix if necessary,
which takes O(m) time. We can validate the assumption m -_> n by finding all the rows
with no entries and ordering them last, which takes O(m+ n) time. Ordering the
submatrix consisting of the remaining rows and all the columns suffices to order the
entire matrix.
We begin by describing a variant of Lubiw’s ordering algorithm. We need some
terminology. An ordered partition of a finite set S is a partition of S whose blocks are
totally ordered. We denote an ordered partition by a list of the blocks in order. A total
ordering < of S is consistent with an ordered partition P of S if whenever two blocks
S P and $2 P satisfy S < $2, then every e S1 and e2 $2 satisfy e < e2. If P and
Q are ordered partitions of S, Q is a refinement of P if every block of Q is contained
in a block of P and every total ordering of S consistent with 0 is consistent with P.
Let M be a nonnegative matrix with n rows and k columns. M(i,j) denotes the
entry in the ith row and jth column. An ordered partition R1, R2, , Rp of the rows
of M and an ordered partition C, C2,. ., Cq of the columns of M divide M into
p q matrix blocks M(Ri, C). Block M(Ri, C) is the submatrix defined by the rows
in row block R and the columns in column block C. Let B M(Ri, C) be a matrix
block. If M(r, c)= M(r’, c’) for all r, r’ Ri, c, c’ C, then block B is constant. We
denote by max (B) the maximum value in matrix block B. A row slice of B is the
intersection of a row r R with B, i.e., the submatrix M(r, C). A splitting row of B is
a row r R such that the row slice M(r, C) is nonconstant and contains at least one
entry equal to max (B). If B’= M(RI,, C,) is another matrix block, then B’ is above
























































984 R. PAIGE AND R. E. TARJAN
The ordering algorithm maintains an ordered partition of the rows, initially
containing one block of all the rows, and an ordered partition of the columns, initially
containing one block of all the columns. The algorithm refines the row and column
partitions until every matrix block defined by the partitions is constant, at which time
any total ordering of the rows and columns consistent with the final partitions is a
double lexical ordering. The algorithm consists of repeating the following step until
every matrix block is constant:
Refine. Let B M(R, C) be any nonconstant matrix block such that all blocks
left of B and all blocks above B are constant. If B has a splitting row r, replace
C in the ordered column partition by the ordered pair C’=
{c e C M(r, c) max (B)}, C" {c e C M(r, c) < max (B)} (so that C’ comes
before C" in the column ordered partition). If B has no splitting row, replace R
in the ordered row partition by the ordered pair R’
{reR]M(r,c)=max(B)lceC}, R"={reRIZlceC such that M(r,c)<
max (B)} (so that R’ comes before R" in the ordered row partition).
Lubiw’s proof of correctness for her algorithm is valid without change for our
algorithm. However, our algorithm ditters in two ways from Lubiw’s algorithm as
presented in 11 ]. First, in each refinement step, her implementation selects a matrix
block B M(R, C) that has C minimum among all nonconstant blocks, and among
blocks within C has R minimum. Selected matrix blocks are totally ordered from top
to bottom within each column block and from left to right among column blocks. In
contrast, our algorithm selects blocks according to the partial order defined by "left"
and "above" (i.e., if block B is left of or above block B’, then B precedes B’). This
additional flexibility in our algorithm contributes to the improved time bound. Second,
her algorithm arbitrarily chooses either a splitting row or column (defined analogously
to splitting row) when both exist, whereas our algorithm chooses a splitting column
only when there are no splitting rows. However, this is not an essential difference,
because whenever there is no splitting row (respectively splitting column), the
refinement made by her algorithm is the same as ours. For example, if there is no
splitting row, her algorithm chooses any splitting column c and replaces the row block
R bythe ordered pair R’= {re RIM(r, c) max (B)}, R"= {re RIM(r, c) < max (B)}.
If there is no splitting row, every row slice of M(R, C) containing at least one value
equal to max (B) must have all values equal to max (B). Thus, in this case the refinement
made by her algorithm is independent of the choice of splitting column and is the
same as the refinement made by our algorithm.
Both Lubiw’s efficient implementation and ours are based on Hopcroft’s "process
the smaller half" idea, which we have already used in 3. Since the special case of
zero-one matrices is much simpler than the general case and since it is what occurs in
all of Lubiw’s applications, we discuss it first. In the zero-one case, the refinement step
becomes the following:
Refine. Let B M(R, C) be any nonconstant matrix block such that all blocks
left of B and all blocks above B are constant. If there is a row r such that M(r, C)
is nonconstant, replace column block C by the ordered pair C’=
{c CIM(r, c)= 1}, C"={c CIM(r c) 0}. Otherwise, replace row block R by
the ordered pair R’={reRIM(r, c)= llce C}, R"={reRIM(r, c)=OIce C}.
(In the latter case both M(R’, C) and M(R", C) are constant.)
To implement this algorithm, we need to use a rather elaborate data structure,
























































THREE PARTITION REFINEMENT ALGORITHMS 985
they define. We also keep track of row slices. We need only keep track of row slices
and matrix blocks containing at least one entry; thus in what follows the terms "row
slice" and "matrix block" refer to those with at least one entry. Since we are in the
zero-one case, every entry is a one. The data structure contains a record for each entry,
row, column, row block, column block, row slice, and matrix block. In our discussion
we do not distinguish between an object and the corresponding record. Each entry
has pointers to the row, column, and row slice containing it. Each row points to the
row block containing it and to a list of its entries. Each column points to the column
block containing it and to a list of its entries. Each row block has its size (number of
rows) and points to a doubly linked list of its rows. Each column block has its size
(number of columns) and points to a doubly linked list of its columns. Each row slice
has its size (number of entries) and points to a doubly linked list of its entries and to
the matrix block containing it. Each matrix block points to a list of its row slices. In
addition, we maintain three lists: one of the row blocks in order, one of the column
blocks in order, and one of the matrix blocks, in an order consistent with the partial
orders "left" and "above". (If block B is left of or above B’, B occurs before B’ in
the list. See Fig. 1.) Initializing the data structure takes O(m) time.
LIST OF LIST .OF LIST OF
ROW BLOCKS MATRIX BLOCKS COLUMN BLOCKS
ROW BLOCKS MATRIX BLOCKS COLUMN BLOCKS
ROWS ROW SLICES COLUMNS
ENTRIES
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the.data structure for the double lexical ordering algorithm.
To perform a refinement step, we remove the first block B M(R, C) from the
list of matrix blocks. We determine the row block R and column block C (by finding
a row slice of B, finding an entry in the row slice, finding the row and column of the
entry, and finding the row block of the row and the column block of the column). We
scan the row slices of B one at a time until finding one, say s, with fewer than cI
entries. This takes O(1) time per slice. If we find such an s, we scan its entries and
determine the set of columns C’ containing these entries. We split C into C’ and
C"= C-C’ and update the data structures accordingly. Then we add M(R, C’) and
M(R, C") to the front of the list of matrix blocks (so that M(R, C’) is the first block
in the list). If there is no such s, we find the set of rows R’ containing the row slices
of B, split R into R’ and R"= R- R’, and update the data structure accordingly.
In updating the data structure we use the "relabel the smaller" half idea. When
updating to reflect a split of a column block C into C’ and C", we process whichever
of C’ and C" contains fewer columns, spending time proportional to its number of
entries. Similarly, when updating to reflect a split of a row block R into R’ and R",
we process whichever of R’ and R" contains fewer rows, spending time proportional
to its number of entries. Thus, the cost of splitting a row or column can be regarded
as the sum of unit time charges to each entry e in the smaller half of the split block.
























































986 R. PAIGE AND R. E. TARJAN
(respectively row) blocks, the size of the new block containing e is reduced by at least
a factor of two. Thus, any entry e can be charged no more than O(log n) times, and
the total running time of the algorithm is O(m log n). The space needed is O(m).
Let us discuss what happens when a column block is split. Such a split causes
matrix blocks and their row slices to be split also. Finding a row slice s in B with
fewer than cI entries takes O(1) time plus O(1) time for each row slice in B with
entries (in the worst case). A row slice in B with IcI entries has at least one entry in
both of the new column blocks; thus the cost of finding s is O(1) per entry in the new
block with fewer columns. Let s contain Isl entries. Once s is found, we can travgrse
the list of entries in s to find the columns in the new block C’ in O(Is]) time. Once C
is split into C’ and C", all the entries in s are in a constant row slice. It follows that
a given entry is in only one row slice s used for splitting; hence the total number of
columns of new blocks C’ (which bounds the total cost of traversing row slices s)
formed during the running of the algorithm is O(m). Removing the columns of C’
from C takes O([C’I) time. Suppose that C’ has fewer columns than C". (The other
case is similar.) We scan the entries in C’, removing them from their current row slices
to form new row slices. When the first row slice in a matrix block is split, we form a
new matrix block as well, to hold the new row slices split from the block. The time
for constructing new row slices and matrix blocks is proportional to the number of
entries in C’. When an old row slice or matrix block becomes empty (because all its
entries have been deleted), we delete it. We insert a new matrix block into the list of
matrix blocks just in front of the block from which it is split. The remaining details
of the updating are straightforward.
The updating when a row block is split is similar except that row slices are not
split but only moved from old matrix blocks to new ones. The time to split R into R’
and R" is proportional to the number of row slices in B plus the number of entries in
whichever of the blocks R’ and R" is processed. It follows from the discussion above
that the total running time of the double lexical ordering algorithm is O(m log n).
We turn now to the general case, in which the matrix entries are arbitrary positive
real numbers. Our method is the same as in the zero-one case, with two exceptions.
First, we change the data structure slightly, to allow for entries having different values.
Second, and more fundamental, we need a new algorithmic tool, to solve a problem
in data structures we call the unmerging problem: given a list L containing p elements
and a set of pointers to q elements in L, partition L into two lists: L’, containing the
elements indicated by the pointers, and L", containing the remaining elements. The
list order must be preserved, i.e., if element x precedes element y in either L’ or L",
then x precedes y in L. This ordering requirement is what makes the problem hard;
without it, unmerging takes O(q) time using doubly linked lists, a fact we have used
repeatedly in this paper. In the Appendix, we describe how to solve the unmerging
problem in O(q(1 + log (p/q))) time by representing the lists as balanced search trees.
This efficient solution to the unmerging problem allows us to beat Lubiw’s double
lexical ordering algorithm by a logarithmic factor even in the general Case.
One new concept is needed in order for the zero-one algorithm to handle the
general case. A row slice overlay is a maximal set of entries in a row slice all having
the same value. We change the data structure as follows. Instead of representing row
slices, we represent row slice overlays. We represent each overlay by a record, which
in our discussion will not be distinguished from the overlay itself. Each overlay has a
pointer to the matrix block containing it, a pointer to a doubly linked list of its entries,
and an integer giving the number of its entries. Each entry points to the overlay
























































THREE PARTITION REFINEMENT ALGORITHMS 987
ing order by the value of their entries. Each list of overlays is represented by a balanced
search tree of a kind that supports efficient unmerging and also allows an insertion
next to a specified overlay or a deletion to be performed in O(1) amortized time.
Red-black trees [6], [17] or weak B-trees [8], [12] will do. Initializing the entire data
structure takes O(m log n) time since we need to sort the entries in each row to
determine the overlays and to order the lists of overlays.
We make the following changes in the implementation of a refinement step. Let
B M(R, C) be the first matrix block on the list of matrix blocks. We examine overlays
on the list of B’s overlays until finding one containing fewer than CI entries or until
the next candidate overlay has entries smaller than max (B). In the former case, we
split C into C’, containing the entries in the selected overlay, and C"= C-C’; then
we add M(R, C’) and M(R, C") to the front of the list of matrix blocks (with M(R, C’)
first). In the latter case, we split R into R’, containing the entries of B equal to max (B),
and R"= R-R’; then we add M(R", C) to the front of the list of matrix blocks
(M(R’, C) is a constant block).
The updating of the data structure proceeds as in the zero-one case except for the
updating of the overlay lists. Consider a split of a column block C into C’ and C".
Without loss of generality, suppose the entries in C’ are processed to perform the
updating. Let B be a block containing entries in C’. As entries in C’ are examined,
they are removed from their old overlays and inserted into new overlays, each of which
is inserted in B’s list of overlays next to the overlay from which it split. An unmerging
operation is then performed to split the overlay list into two lists, one for each of the
blocks into which B splits. The updating when a row block splits is similar, except
that overlays do not split but are merely moved from one list to another by unmerging
operations.
Excluding the unmerging operations, the total time for updating the data structure
over the entire algorithm is O(m log n). We shall derive the same bound for the total
time of the unmerging operations. Consider an unmerging operation that splits an
overlay list L for a matrix block B into two lists, L’ and L", respectively, for the blocks
B’ and B" into which B splits. Let B’ be the block containing the entries processed to
perform the splitting. Let p be the number of entries in B and q the number in B’.
The time for the unmerging operation is O(It’l(l/log((It’l/lL"l)/It’l)))-
O(q(1 +log (p/q))), since p>-IL’I/IL"I, q->- IL’I, and x(1 +log (c/x)) is an increasing
function of x.
We charge O(q) time of the unmerging operation to the processing of the entries
in B’. The total of all such charges over the entire algorithm is O(rn log n), since each
entry is charged O(log n) times. It remains to account for O(q log (p/q)) time. We
call this the excess time associated with the unmerge operation. Let T(x) be the
maximum total excess time spent doing unmerging operations associated with a block
B containing at most x entries and all smaller blocks formed later contained in B.
Then T(x) obeys the recurrence T(1)=0, T(x)<-maXy<x{T(y)+T(x-y)+
O(y log (x/y))} for x >_-2. The bound T(x)= O(x log x) follows easily by induction.
Hence the total excess unmerging time over the entire algorithm is O(m log m)=
O(m log n). We conclude that the algorithm runs in O(m log n) time total. An
O(m) space bound is obvious.
By way of conclusion, we note that our algorithm not only is asymptotically faster
than Lubiw’s algorithm but it uses less space by a constant factor, since we have
By amortized time we mean the time per operation averaged over a worst-case sequence of operations.
























































988 R. PAIGE AND R. E. TARJAN
eliminated several unnecessary parts of her data structure: row slices (which she uses
in the general case), column slices, column slice overlays, and matrix block overlays.
Whether the data structure can be further simplified is an open question. Our algorithm
improves the speed of Lubiw’s algorithms for recognizing totally balanced matrices
and strongly chordal graphs by a logarithmic factor.
5. Remarks. We have presented efficient partition refinement algorithms for three
rather different problems. These three algorithms together with our earlier work [15]
are part of a larger investigation of why some partition refinement algorithms run in
linear time while others do not. We hope that our ideas on partition refinement and
our solution to the unmerging problem (see the Appendix) will contribute to the more
efficient solution of other problems, such as perhaps the congruence closure problem
[4].
Appendix. An efficient unmerging algorithm. Let L be a list containing p elements
and let S be a set of pointers to q elements in L. The unmerging problem is to divide
L into two lists" L’, containing the elements of L indicated by the pointers in S; and
L", containing the remaining elements. The order of elements in L’ and L" must be
the same as in L, i.e., if x precedes y in either L’ or L", then x precedes y in L.
To solve the unmerging problem, we represent the input list L by a balanced
search tree T. For definiteness, we shall assume that T is a red-black tree [6], [17] or
a weak B-tree [8], [12], although many other kinds of balanced trees will do as well.
We assume some familiarity with balanced search trees. There are three steps to the
algorithm.
Step 1. Color all nodes indicated by pointers yellow and all their ancestors green.
To do this, process the nodes indicated by the pointers, one at a time. To process a
node x, color x yellow, then the parent of x green, then the grandparent of x green,
and so on, until reaching an already-colored node.
Once Step 1 is completed, the colored nodes define a subtree T’ of T containing
O(q(1 +log (p/q))) nodes [2], [8]. The time required by Step 1 is proportional to the
number of nodes in T’, i.e., O(q(1 +log (p/q))) time.
Step 2. Perform a symmetric-order traversal of T’, uncoloring each colored node
as it is reached and adding it to a list if it is yellow.
The list constructed during Step 2 is L’. A red-black tree or weak B-tree representing
L’ can be constructed in O(q) time (by successive insertions of the items in order [2],
[8], [12], [17]).
Step 3. Delete from T the elements indicated by the pointers in S one at a time.
The amortized time per deletion in Step 3 is O(1) [8], [12], [17]. The total
worst-case deletion time is O(q(l+log(p/q))) [2], [8]. Hence the total time for
unmerging is O(q(1 +log (p/q))), a bound that is valid both in the worst case and in
the amortized case.
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